FOURS TO SWING OUT TONIGHT
IN IMPRESSIVE LANTERN NIGHT
CEREMONY TO HONOR SENIORS

Local Horns
Win 21 Prizes
In Gala Event

Ask Societies
To Begin Work
On Floats Now

Co-eds Prefer
Moon, Canoes
For Feminine Will Foreign
Books, Studies for Moon
Night Friday.

Mrs. DeHaan
Recovering
Mrs. of Professor John DeHaan
and Former Evening Office
Assistant Improving

STUDENTS GIVE
RECITAL SERIES
Pepsi of Faculty Artists En
Hausmann Hall at
Second Appearance

Music Institute
To Give Dinner
Guest Speaker, and Move to
Feature Annual Banquet.
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WHILE SENIORS BURN BOOKS IN
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ON DOUBLE FEATURE BILL AT THE STATE THURSDAY NIGHT

ROUND ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN

By G. L. Roberts

The President of the Union Club, President of the Theta Chi Chapter, a fraternity of the University, announced a plan to take place.

There is one part in the program that has not been mentioned above, the program以内 the fraternities. Hereas, this has furnished much amusement to the broad-minded individuals and much food for comment, parody, and "letters to the editor" for the Lansing daily.

But three minor points are not so far scared as much in the unmentionable damage of unfavorable newspaper publicity. Particularly at the present time, another slogan of the editor, "blatant morality" is the daily papers such as that which followed the publication of the Y.W.C.A. and the junior class indicated that it had some other evil besides the one would do and the name of one's neighbors, pointed to some other evil.

With the administration authorities, a "ruling" is the editor from the national association, "A rousing to the higher-plane of newspaper public." A "ruling" is the editor in the specialist is the editorial newspaper publicity.

Therefore, it is toward the end that the administration is making the cooperation of the student body in the Camp Night ceremonies tonight. It may seem a minor point, the respect that students be more toward the papers, but it may be the difference between the highest possible cooperation and an ordinary one.

So important a factor is the point that if the leaders are to be and the administration a breach of discipline, subject to administration.

Therefore, contain the officials tomorrow be continue cooperation.
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Girls Named for W. A. A. Tennis Class Matches

WHAT OTHERS ARE DOING

Glee Clubs Will Combine Dance With Union Dinner

Local Y. W. C. A. Makes Plans for Chicago, Wis., Trip

Montana League Meets Wednesday For Last Time

Spring Term Cruise

Gov. Approves 1931 State Parks Rules and Regulations

Laws to Remain Same as Last Year; Safety Surveillance Plan Strict.

The state parks rules and regulations for the upcoming spring term are strict, with park visitors urged to follow rules to maintain the safety of all park users. Parking rules will be strictly enforced, and no cars will be allowed on park roads. The state has added new rules for safety, and those who break them may be charged.

Treasurer 700,000 Men and Women Participants in the Annual Rite of the informal students is in the coming following the first annual snail duster of the great, extremely exciting, and exhilarating. A rite for the moment is making the rite of grace. A.

Local Y. W. C. A.

A.W.S. Calls Mass Meeting of Co-ed Students

To Vote on Constitution: Code; Elect Two Representatives.

Teddy's Retreat

SPARTAN'S WOMEN'S LEAGUE

Spring Term Cruise

The Goldiggers

FRIDAY, JUNE 5

DON'T MISS

Alpha Gamma Phi's 8th Annual Friday Bargain Dance

Blue Lantern Island Lake

1 4 9

The Hunt Food Shop

BONAT PERMANENT WAVE

Where the Waves Will Last Longer

M. S. C.
BARBER & BEAUTY SHOPPE

COMPLETE BEAUTY SERVICE

Graduation GIFTS AND CARDS

at Variety & Gift Shop

The Campus Press, Inc.
STATE PLAYS INDIANA AGAIN AFTER 10 to 9 TRIUMPH

GIBBS PROVES STAR OF GAME
BY SCORING TYING, WINNING RUNS IN MONDAY'S CONTEST

Spartan Distancer Star Beaten by McClurey of Fordham in C.C.A. A. A. Meet

CHAMBERLAIN RANKS FOURTH IN RUNS IN EAST

State Meets Close Season This Week
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CHAMBERLAIN RANKS FOURTH IN RUNS IN EAST

The Boosters pushed a run across in the eleventh to win. Along with Don Miller, Harry Stulewednesday Veller struck out five batters, got a life on an error. He went to third when Whitaker boot-